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Larvatus Prodeo
Jassem Hindi

There is something frightening and dangerous about a single body
moving in front of a mass of people. Something is exposed.
And yet, by Descartes word: larvatus prodeo - she comes forward,
masked.
Something starts inside her body. An autistic song at the edge of
her skin. And then, like a distorted ritornello, something resurges
which could belong to anyone. Which could have been sang or
danced by someone else. In the horizon of this dancing body,
signs appear, fragments of masses which haunt her, and come to
us, slowly, from behind the mask. We are being hosted by a single
body.
A masked solo to seduce the crowd, to protect the body, to create
a distance - to generate irony and make the crowd laugh. A mask
as one bright frontal surface, a mirror that would tell you that
everything is fine. Yet this puppet-like figure is also - of course - the
puppet master of the evening. The inherent opacity of her body
is a deceptive surface, hiding and revealing other opacities, other
masking operations.
It starts with a single body. An idiot’s body. Singular and displaced.
Something laughable and charming, something that would lead
us to catastrophy if we let it run the world - took her seriously for
a minute. Something which points at the idiot in us. A glorious
destructive smiling idiot. And back again, from the idiot to the
crowd, from the crowd to the idiot.

And yet, a mass solo is also about a body that let’s itself be invaded.
Mia lets the crowd come to her, almost into her. Politically, socially,
intimately. A high risk for a single body: to be given to an unknown
crowd. To invert the laws of hospitality and of public theater: her
house becomes everyone’s house - a radical operation.
But also a perfect cache: hide it where everyone can see it. To
reveal her body as just one of many. Suddenly the idiot multiplies
and she fades into a shimmer of masks, faces, costumes. The
crowd becomes the masking body. An opacity of sound, opinions,
rushed decisions. A crowd: body that generates a space of its own,
recreating everything, disrupting the timeline that was initiated by
one.

MIND(S)

While developing the project HEAD(S), Mia implemented the
pre-project MIND(S) in Tel Aviv in February 2012 – a research and
dance series of three meetings in Shop31 Gallery, towards HEAD(S)
– a new solo piece by Mia Habib, to be premiered in Norway in
April 2012
MIND(S) – opens to the audience a combination between a dance
piece in process and theoretical aspects that the artist investigates;
mainly questions regarding space, ideologies, stage, and the
relations between them in a dance performance.

a mass solo text
Valentina Desideri
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is pushing this text down!

mass
is changing the politics of this space.
This white page is a concrete space that changes as I type. It will
get less and less white. Actually, by the time you will read this text,
this page will be full of characters. By referring to this page as
‘white’ I am inviting you to imagine this page’s past. This movement
of imagination, or better the simple grasping of this image, will
bring two spaces simultaneously together: this page as filled with
characters and this page as completely white, both realities present
at once.
Magic?!
No, politics.
If we agree that this text exists in time and space – both when
writing it and reading it – and that this text, pretty much like people,
constitutes and is constituted by a set of specific relationship that is
the world, then we can talk about the politics of this page.
Now on this page/stage there is already the writer, the reader, the
page, the white space, the characters, the words, their meaning,
the spaces their meaning create in our minds and on the page
itself, the tingling sensation that sometimes arrives when we
imagine something completely else

look, a flying rug!
(did it work?!)
and so on and on, always opening up more spaces that accumulate on the pages and on the minds and on the bodies who in turn
produce more words, more characters, more spaces.
One political movement of this page is definitely this upward
spiraling of meaning production: while staying in one same spot,
we move in all directions. It surely feels good, extremely proliferating and it is definitively safe but it is also suffocating at times. I get
this slight feeling of lack of air when I acknowledge that I am typing
on a page that is in fact numbers (0 - 1) and is programmed to line
up every character and every word in this sequence of left-to-right
top-to-bottom – clearly another political movement of this page
- the kind of movement one can easily give for granted or not see
anymore. This is no technology-related paranoia; our eye already
and immediately scans a page from top-to-bottom left-to-right, no
computer programming needed. The suffocating feeling, the lack
of air, comes from the continuous pushing and pulling between
these two movements (and maybe from too much smoking too).
But I do get stuck in between the feeling that there is something
structurally and fundamentally wrong in this page that I almost
cannot see and surely cannot change, and the feeling that this page
is the land of freedom where I can make imaginary super-cute
bunnies happily jump around in a circle holding paws.

O

I drew the circle to imagine the bunnies (actually it’s just the letter
o but in arial font, it’s rounder than calibri but that’s a whole other
political movement not worth entering here…) but then I imagined
the zero instead of the bunnies: 0 and 1 the guys, or girls, all over
behind this page. Maybe they know something about my dilemma,
after all they’re in the middle of it too.
So, surfing on the land of freedom, I talked to them.
I asked: 1, 0, how do you orientate in space?
mmm… that’s hard to say, it’s different for us I guess, says 1. We
don’t really have a single body. We only exist in combination.
Together we create space. We create top and bottom and all the
possible dimensions you can perceive when you look at us.
I see. But do you think humans can create something that does
not exist already?
I mean if we, humans, created you (I’m not trying to underestimate you, I’m just thinking) maybe it’s because we can already do
that, the very same thing – not only with you two - but in general,
maybe with our perception...
0 interrupts: Or maybe we created you. Or maybe neither of those.
1 adds: I know you’re just thinking out loud, no offense taken. But
really, that’s so typical: this need to determine who did what and
why and when. You keep calling me 1 as if you could hold me in
your hand and say: it’s mine - or maybe that’s going too far or just
somewhere else – let’s just say: it is.

So what? You are not?
You are not 0 and you are not 1…?
1 and 0 - almost in perfect sync: and neither you are!
They start giggling and they fade away.
I’m left thinking that maybe I don’t understand their sense of humor
but also that they might have a point there. Maybe the politics of
this page do not function according to movements, directions and
identifiable units. Maybe the politics of this page lie within the set of
relationships established in this page. Everything matters: 1, 0, their
combination, the words, the detours, the blank surface, dimensions,
the weather, the inaudible dialogues between our inner thoughts
(of the reader and the writer and the others in them), the conflicts
and all the other possible alliances or misunderstandings that shape
the ‘us’ and that ‘we’ shape.
Maybe a page is a ‘we’ and ‘we’ is in the middle of it, with us all.
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Mind ahead the spectator’s control
Rani Lavie (curator of MIND(S))

One of HEAD(S)`s main principal is the participation of the
audience, which is invited by the artist to infiltrate the piece, to
initiate something that can be seen as a constant, yet random,
becoming of the space, led by an author who uses her authority
in order to lose it back to her crowd. Yet, HEAD(S) can be seen as
something else..

anymore to watch the artist. The eye of the spectator objectifies
not only the work but also the process, thus politicizing it and
making it part of a public text; one the artist has to be responsive
(not creative) to.
The audience is infiltrating the piece, the audience is infiltrating the
process. The audience is everywhere.

This text is written before HEAD(S) was fully developed, and shortly
after the end of MIND(S) - a public series of research at “Shop31
Gallery” (Tel Aviv), which was part of the working process on the
piece, combining theoretical aspects with scholars and critics, and
tryout versions of the performance, all with active participation of
the crowd.

Participatory audience cannot be seen anymore as a mere
artistic tool (as an excuse to talk about the theatricality, or other
conveniences), it becomes a primary mean of its own: to create a
piece together with a partner-spectator.

On the one hand, we have HEAD(S) - a work which can never be
written before its occurrence. An unexpected performance which
uses its frame - fixed rules and guidelines - to create and recreate
new images and actions, relatively to the specific space and
reactions of the spectator - who loses some of her/his (illusionary?)
autonomy.
On the other hand we have MIND(S) - a process of research and
testing of boundaries. Usually an intimate phase happening behind
closed doors in the studio, this time losing some of its (illusionary
as well?) autonomy, being affected by the presence of an observing
and participating audience, invited to infiltrate the piece in its
first phases, before its completion as a piece. This is primarily
a voyeuristic act, in the mind of the observed artist. This act
radicalizes and reveals the (sometimes hidden) a-priori, established
eye of the spectator, who doesn’t really need the performance

HEAD(S) acknowledges the fact that it doesn’t start from a neutral,
sterilized location. It is in the hands, or mind, of the involved
voyeur, now receiving new position and power. The author is
declaring her total loss of control, her inability, or unwillingness, to
create something of her own. This is an affirmation of the author’s
his death; simultaneously combined with his own reviving as part
of a group of authors. The “Resurrection of the Authors” we ought
to call it.
What if HEAD(S) would have no existence without MIND(S)? If every
time HEAD(S) is raised it would have a preliminary MIND(S) series of
its own?
MIND(S)’s concept reveals HEAD(S) as an inquiry into constant
infiltration of the audience spectator - not into a “performance”
or a “show”, but as an active-passive writer who watches and
monitors the artist, only to leave her alone later - executing their
mutual stage.
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Six short remarks on Deleuze and space
Ronnen Ben Arie (speaker in MIND(S))

1.
Deleuze conceives space as taking part in its own production.
Space is not pre given or a constant condition but rather is the
outcome of continuous processes of production. It is not a kind of
void, a container or a surface wherein life takes place, but rather
space is being produced, constituted and configured as part of life
itself. Deleuze in not unique in contending this assertion which
he shares with other thinkers, such as Lefebvre and Foucault, but
for Deleuze, more than for others, there is no differentiation or
distance between the production of life, the production of meaning
and the production of space. They are all really one and the same
process. Neither space nor meaning has primacy one over the
other, they both emerge out of a reciprocal process of creation. We
should not think of space as receiving its meaning from the artifacts
placed in it or the practices taking place within it, nor of them
receiving their meaning from the space enveloping them. Artifacts
and practices, and meaning, are made possible by their spatial
configuration, and they in turn configure the space they inhabit.
So space does not exist by its own but is always in the process of
becoming space, through the encounters and interactions taking
place within it.

2.
Space as we experience it is the actualization of past and future
real possibilities of existence, or of such potentialities. Any actual
space is possible because of the virtual dimension of reality, which
is, for Deleuze, the realm of events and potentialities that the actual
is unfolded from. The virtual operates as an abstract diagram that
sets the conditions for actualization. The contingent qualities
of the actual space are determined by these conditions but the
actual does not resemble the virtual; it is rather the actualizations
of difference. This relates to Deleuze’s notion of the repetition of
difference instead of the repetition of the same, and it enables his
thought of permanent change. Deleuze develops an understanding
of difference as difference-for-it-self, instead of the common
relational understanding of difference as difference from the same
which implies sameness, unity or identity to which difference
is subordinated and is being thought against. For Deleuze, it is
important to realize that there is no pre-existing unity, and rather
to perceive the singularity and particularity of every single thing,
moment and perception. Difference is internal to a thing or event,
implicit in its being particular. So, for Deleuze reality is not made
of stable unities or identities but rather of flows of differences and
singularities that relate to each other, encounter and connect, and
actualize in concrete local and temporal formations.

3.
The principal concept to understand the ways this happens is
the assemblage. Assemblage is the concrete arrangement in
which heterogeneous world materials - physical and discursive,
including objects, bodies and expressions - are put together
and are connected. Assemblages are complex constellations
that come together and create new ways of functioning and
meaning. Assemblages are not a set of predetermined parts of an
already conceived structure, nor are they a random collection of
things. Assemblage as a whole has a sense, usually of function,
and it gives sense and meaning to all its parts and elements. An
assemblage can be understood as a whole through the network
of connections evolving between its different elements, and not
just by the aggregated meaning of the elements. For instance,
in an assemblage Deleuze and Guattari are referring to, that of
the orchid and the wasp, the orchid and the wasp both relate
to each other, their form and practice are adjusted in relation to
one another, they affect and participate in each other’s existence,
these are two heterogeneous elements that connect and form a
common assemblage. The same can be said of the assemblage of
the horse-cavalier-horse-strap, that connect to a single function of
movement and relation, and also to institutions such as schools or
hospitals and to public spaces such as a city square or a mall. These
are all complex formations that connect and relate heterogeneous
elements into a network of relations for a certain function. As
the examples demonstrate, assemblages can operate at different
scales, they can be made of human and non-human elements
and of both physical and discursive elements, and once they
operate they determine the meaning and values of theses different
elements and the conditions for possible actions, behaviors and
expression. The same elements will have different meaning and
value in different settings and the conduct of people will change

accordingly. For example, a security guard and a scanner are
not the same on the entrance to the mall, in the airport or on
in a checkpoint in the west bank, and this affects also all other
elements that are part of the specific assemblage. And when an
element is added to an assemblage it will change and so will the
relations that constitute it. Like the introduction of CCTV cameras
to public spaces is assumed to affect the behaviors of people on
the street, just as the new cameras on the roads are supposed
to affect the way people drive. In the same way, we can think of
concrete arrangements and specific locations, such as a stage, that
create and determine the settings and conditions for performance
by the putting together and connecting physical elements, such
as persons, structures and lighting, and discursive practices and
conducts.

4.

5.

Although assemblages might appear obvious and stable, it is
important to remember that each assemblage is but a local and
temporal contingent actualization. An assemblage is what Deleuze
calls a multiplicity, a complex organization that can function as
a system with no need of unity. Multiplicities are always open
to change and transformation, they affect actual assemblages
and are affected by them. According to Deleuze, an assemblage
creates a territory of a special kind. It is not sedentary or stable
and it does not maintain firm borders and boundaries against an
outside. It does maintain an internal organization and logic, but it
is also in a state of a process continuously passing into something
else. A territory that is constituted on a certain political or social
technology which is activated within and throughout it, and this
way arranges its different elements and sets their conduct, without
necessarily being limited to a physical terrain or boundaries. A
territory that is always on the verge of expansion or of destruction.
Every territory is determined not only by its lines of territorialization
which bring it together and arrange it, but also by lines of deterritorialization that entail its possible immanent decomposition
and change. De-territorialization movements are the actualization
of the flows and line of flights that continue to operate within
every assemblage and to define the form of creativity specific
for that assemblage, the particular ways in which it can effect
transformation in itself or in other assemblages. Every assemblage
is bound to deterritorialize and reterritorialize in a possible
new form. These lines and movements, of arrangement and
dispersion, of integration, disintegration and reintegration, operate
simultaneously within every assemblage, transverse every dualism
or dichotomy and pushing towards constant change. This is why
Deleuze and Guattari say that contrary to the common (mostly
Marxist) assertion that a society is defined by its contradictions, “a
society is defined by its lines of flight…there is always something
that flows or flees, that escapes the binary organizations.”

The way Deleuze delineates for active transformation is becoming,
which is for him becoming-different or becoming-otherwise.
Just as his concept of difference is a kind of an antidote to the
traditional concept of identity, becoming is similar in regards
of being. Becoming is the continual production of difference
immanent within events. It is the pure movement of the dynamism
of change, situated between heterogeneous states of being,
tending towards no particular goal or end-state. Becoming should
not be understood as the movement or transformation between
two well-defined states, or a process leading to a desired state,
since it denies any identity what-so-ever. It is an ever continuing
process of the production of events and of difference. These
becomings animate the possibilities of life, of different modes of
existence, constantly moving through and beyond the limits of
the assemblages and modes of life that we already know. That is,
becomings are the search for new encounters and connections,
new multiplicities, seeking to lay the conditions for new
actualizations, beyond the categories and meaning that prevail.

6.
The pure movement through space creates, even if only
temporarily, what Deleuze calls a nomadic space or a smooth
space. A space that is not already determined, but one that is
produced from the movement that gives the space in own peculiar
quality. The differences create in space positions and lines through
movement itself. These indeterminate movements establish
different configurations in space, opening it to new possibilities.
Deleuze once said that to create is to resist, referring to artists as
well as to philosophers and scientists, each one in his own domain.
But the question remains how exactly can we identify creativity
or resistance that brings about change. In the unstable and ever
bound to change conditions of the assemblage, movement
alone is not enough. It can be both the basic element of creating
assemblages and of their decomposition and the creation of new
ones. So the political, and maybe also artistic, option that Deleuze
leaves us with is, just as in the phrase he borrows from Spinoza ‘we do not know what our bodies are capable of’ - the continuous
analyze and cartography of the lines and movements of existing
assemblages and bodies, and the experimentation of new and
different ones, without knowing exactly where they will lead to and
what options will they open.
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Staging// Reality
By Noam Segal

Mia Habib’s work is not eligible for traditional choreographic
interpretation. Choreography’s conditions are but fluid restrictions
of Habib’s work. She utilizes them for a happening place, arena of
exchange while creating an intervention guided by her ambiguous
requests from the viewers.
The stage/audience relationship traditionally captures the hierarchy
between the performers and their viewers. The latter are not active
participants. Other than the location of their seat, the audience
does not make artistic, spatial or ethical decisions that influence
the stage. Interactive shows provide their audience with a chance
to participate in numerous pre established ways… the options are
usually a. b. or c. Habib transforms these conditions into points
of negation. In doing so, Habib cancels the hierarchy and actually
creates an “equality on intelligence” as constructed by the French
philosopher, J. Rancière. Her enigmatic instructions are open to
any kind interpretation or personal translations, thereby creating
different kinds of activity and motivation. For instance, she asks the
audience to “break the image”. Obviously it’s unbreakable because
every image is fused together by its former being, and is subject
to constant changes of perspective: by the perception of the
individual viewer, by the lighting and other factors. Having said that,
it’s clear that Mia Habib doesn’t strive for unification - the equality
of intelligence. She establishes a platform for different reactions
and translations, with no hierarchic differentiation between the
various results of the task.
Any reaction and non-reaction will be both a private fulfillment and
communal achievement of the given task. This staging of the event
challenges the inherited restrictions of the medium.

The second element I wish to enhance is the fusion between the
performance and the staging of the reality that occurs on stage.
The stage becomes a site for happening. The show is now only a
name for a gathering. There is no show since there is no audience
- only a group of activated people. The people create their own
actions. They do so, on site, on-stage, and off-stage. They occupy
as they wish, while constantly defining the boundaries; the
boundaries which were given ahead of time and the boundaries
established during the happening. If we can consider that reality
has its true value, and that the performance is a staged operation
which contains a false value in “reality” - real life, then we are
facing a question regarding the status of this happening we just
came across. Actions provide a different status and position in
the world. The work transgresses the validity of values in actiontrue, false and imaginary. The performative implications of this
in between position are establishing a kind of freedom from
these values which allows an extraordinary ontological position/
viewpoint. Also this status does not exist in ‘real’ life. The context is
withdrawn, the consequences are only performative, but the action
stands still. It’s a political engine which can function as a catalyst for
new perspectives and ways of being. More over, of common being.
The performance actually creates a reality show conceived by the
audience, same as reality TV but there are no cameras present.
The live action takes a solitude stand, and functions as a middle
ground between performance and reality show. We realize that it’s
no longer a performance since there is no audience to perform to.
On the same note, it’s not a reality show since the third actor- the
viewer and the mediated camera, are gone as well.
Another aspect to be considered is time. Traditional performance
captures, mostly, a linear time perception, and it’s usually
progressive. The performance begins and thickens to enrich the
ending. Here, Mia establishes two time perceptions, none of which
are progressive. First, from a coherent show and a stable image,
the whole process is dismantled. The image and performance
undergoes towards a regression. It goes backwards; the stage
collapses, the chairs are removed and the entire structure falls
apart. The viewer stays with no groundings, no phenomenological
orientation. It’s a linear regression. In addition to that, Mia’s

instructions to the audience are some what spiral shaped. Going
back and forth, building an image and melting it, over and over
again. There is a repetitive participance which lacks an ending point
for the participants. There is no known time frame, either for the
choreographer or for the participants. As John Rajchman puts it,
the awareness for the time passing by, the full advantage of every
second, creates an aware, involved and critical participant. For
instance if we compare this to movie theaters, Rajchman argues
that the black box movie theaters create a detached viewer, who
loses his/her critical sense and involvement in reality. While the
film viewer cannot grasp the time passing, Mia’s participants
are in a forced position to grasp time, get hold of it and use it
while simultaneously being activated. Although the action is not
completely voluntary but motivated by someone’s else request, the
ambiguity of the tasks leaves significant room for personal decision
making. The equality of intelligence allows each participant to
make their own choices within movement and spatial terms and
consequently set the social terms. Social decision making is not
necessarily only about oneself, it is a step towards common
ground and therefore there is additional value in each choice and
its ethical supplement. Once a viewer becomes a participant, they
share a larger amount of freedom. And for that, the experience
of time is no longer an escapist one, or rather one who would
enhance lack of awareness. It’s quite the opposite. By asking her
audience to take choices, and by giving non-linear instructions
without a previously known time frame, Habib’s work constructs an
aware and involved group of participants.
The third element to consider is the lighting. During the
performance the lights were constantly changing, never reaching
full brightness or complete darkness. According Mieke Bal, the use
of shady lights has a subjective consequence. It allows the viewer
to be both under the quality of a dream, but simultaneously it’s not
dark so the person can see their companions.
This creates what she calls an “intermediary social space”. This

space encourages the viewer to feel very comfortable on one
hand, and on the other hand, it enables them to get out from their
comfort zone. It’s a dynamic state of mind towards otherness.
The dream quality resembles a mental state, a free, loose and
open way of being. The meeting with other people in this space
creates an arena for meeting the other, open for otherness and
therefore provides an environment that has more empathy and
compassionate.
Mia overreached this element by using the light opposite
to the sound. Once the sound volume increased the light
decreased and vice-verse. This intervention enhanced the lack of
phenomenological groundings. By creating a disoriented space
for the audience the people have to use their senses but mostly
communicate with their fellow participants.
So we can see the choreographer used four main elements in her
show in a transgressive way which enabled her to create an arena
of exchange. She formed equality between the participants, broke
the expected structures of stage/audience architecture and the
linear structure of show time, and lastly, staged the lights in a nonconsistent way, an unknown twilight zone.
The various transgressions created an event which is not a show
neither a performance. It’s ontological status is unclear. The end
result of this happening is yet to be known. It functions as a new
way for personal and communal expression which it’s boundaries
and freedoms are paving a path for innovation.
Ranciere Jacques (2007), The emancipated spectator, Artforum March.
For further reading please see Ronen Ben Arie’s article in this publication.
Rajchman John (2000), The Deleuze Connections, MIT Press.
Bal, Mieke (2004), setting the stage: the subject mise en scene in exhibition catalogue:
Between the cinematic and the theatrical, Kunsthauz Graz.

WHAT IF
THERE ARE NO
ANSWERS TO
TURN INTO
HISTORY
Deborah Hay

The Choreography of Protest
Tali Hatuka (speaker in MIND(S))

Political marches begin with footsteps, with repeated and
multiplied rhythms of sound and social bonding. As the most primal
form of human locomotion on land, walking is a spatial method by
which people make their opinions on the dominant political order
into a public event. Dominant political orders are also manifested
in our built environment. Buildings and monuments–designed
by architects, planners and policy makers in an endless process
of production–define and change our landscape and establish a
spatial array. This socio-spatial array forces us to adjust to particular
social contexts, behavioural codes, and political regulations. But
at the same time this spatial array also provides us with a space in
which to negotiate, oppose, and resist- a stage.
This particular dialectic of constraint and freedom is what makes
urban spaces so crucial to political dissent, so strategic as a
tool allowing people to negotiate their claims. True, information
and communication technologies (ICT) contribute to social
movements (though they also contribute to information overload,
misinformation, access restriction and predominance of use by
elites), yet by no chance do they replace direct actions; rather they
compliment and enhance it. This is why walking as a political act
still serves as an ever-growing socio-physical phenomenon, in
terms of both quantity and scale, in spite of mistaken claims that
this physical form of resistance will vanish with the expansion of
cyberspace and global media platforms.
Understanding space as both a material and social construct,
I would like to draw particularly on the act of walking, one
among the many dimensions in the choreography of dissent and
demonstrations–a strategy by people manifest their ideology in
public. Distinguishing this act from perambulation movement on

land, I name this act the choreography of walking politics.
The walking politics of protest is an opinionated and planned
ideological action with significant spatial attributes–opinionated
because walking politics is an action that expresses a conviction
of wrong or injustice. Since protesters are seen as unable to
correct the situation directly by their own daily efforts, this action
is intended to draw attention to grievances, to provoke the taking
of ameliorative steps by some target group. As such, protesters
depend upon a combination of sympathy and fear to move the
target group to action on their behalf.

distance; and this , precisely, is what happens in a crowd. During
the discharge distinctions are thrown off and all feel equal. In
that density, where there is scarcely any space between, and body
presses against body, each man is as near the other as he is to
himself; …But the moment of discharge, so desired and so happy,
contains its own danger. It is based on an illusion; the people who
suddenly feel equal have not really become equal; nor will they
feel equal forever. They return to their separates houses, they lie
down on their own beds, they keep their own possessions and their
names.

Consequently, this form of ideological walking is first and foremost
a planned display whereby protesters use their footfalls as a tool
of power. It is an act of dissent against a regime, and it is a method
of forming temporal collectives among participants who do
not normally have strong relationships with one another. These
purposes–external (protestors encountering a target) and internal
(protestors encountering themselves)–further extends the role of
the space and its symbolic use. Thus, by choosing to walk together,
protesters aim to reclaim or symbolically “possess” their cities.
By extension, they can thus be seen as imposing their order over
whatever space they occupy. Protesters modify the daily hum
of urban life with dynamic vocal and visual messages, through
which they challenge the established social order identified with
the dominating powers. In other words, the temporal occupation
of space by walking as a group challenges habitual practices and,
as such, challenges rules, laws and social codes that govern that
space.

Even with such limitations, walking politics of all stripes remain
a methodology involved in political partnerships and a tactic for
maintaining or changing politics. It reminds us that politics is
dynamic, moveable, and unfixed. As for the walking politics of
protest, it is more than a question of grievance, control, legality
or even collective behavior. This form of walking politics is about
reclaiming the national, local spaces of our cities so that citizens
can create more opportunity for open debate, dissention, and
resistance. Moreover, during such events, initiated by the state or
citizens, space becomes the ground upon which politics is made
real for the citizen.

Thus, walking politics of protest is a very basic tool for citizens to
temporarily break free of individualist constraints and to resist and
suggest collective counter-position. This temporality, however, has
consequences. As Elias Canetti puts it:
Only together can men free themselves from their burden of

As noted at the beginning, the socio-political order is manifested
in our built environment, in our cities. If we perceive the city’s
landscape as driven by socio-political ideology, then dissent,
protests, demonstrations are tools generating new meanings of
both the landscape and political practices. These complex and
reciprocal interactions between space and political practice not
only create our urban landscape; they also transform our cities into
a social property whose symbolism and iconography are constantly
defined and recreated by its users – starting with the rhythm of our
feet.
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